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unlocking the potential

financial strength
to create strong, sustainable shareholder value

projected FY2023
sales

drive comp growth

gross
margin

drive expansion

>38% gross margin

EBITDA*

$850m-$1b

free cash
flow

$0.5b-$1.0b

low to mid single digit comps

capex

share
repurchase

Our omni-always
strategic plan will
accelerate sales and
EBITDA growth

over a 3 year period
inventory

balance
sheet

Virtuous Cycle

>3.5x turns
$1.0b-$1.5b

Operational
transformation with
disciplined investments
will unlock cash flow
generation

over a 3 year period

<3.0x

gross debt/EBITDA credit ratio

This will result in strong,
sustainable shareholder
value creation

up to $675m
over a 3 year period

core banner focus
1 in 5

US homes is a Bed Bath
& Beyond home

core customer focus

the nester

the minimizer

protect & maintain

the innovator

the juggler

opportunity to grow

the creative
acquisition
target

annual spend

$150

$330

$430

$620

2x

3x

4x

Five segments have
been identified for
strategic marketing and
relationship building
efforts. Through
targeted efforts, we
have the opportunity to
grow our base of 37m
customers.
We have opportunity to
grow spend with
existing customers by
increasing cross-banner
shopping. Customers
who shop across our
core banners spend
between 2x and 4x more
than a BBB only
customer.

product & price transformation
top 1
bed, bath,
kitchen

top 3
storage & org,
home fragrance

top 5
tabletop,
window coverings

Customer association for the
Bed Bath & Beyond brand is
high in key categories with
the highest assocation in our
destination categories

30%
reduction in
duplicative SKUs

Implementation of rigorous,
data-driven decision making
is resulting in significant
change

$100b
market size
unlocking
the power
of
discipline

$200-$250m
projected product
cost savings over a 3
year period

unlocking
the power
of owned
brands

Over the next 18 months, we will
launch 10+ new owned brands. Our
focus will be significant investment and
presence in the value and opening price
point tiers. This will accelerate our
ability to regain market share from
mass, department, digital and
speciality competitors.

owned brand penetration

30%+

FY2023

~10%

FY2019

* A reconciliation of this Non-GAAP measure to the corresponding GAAP measure is detailed in our Fiscal 2020 second quarter earnings release available on the Investor Relations section of our
website.
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unlocking the potential

place transformation

we are migrating from a multi-channel operation, with stand alone store and digital channels, to an
integrated omni-channel experience to unlock potential with our customers

~$3b
size of 2020 digital business

based on current trend

2.3m
customers converted

85%
omni growth
in H12020

from store to omni in H12020

see our digital journey and progress here
unlocking the
power of our
network

~$250m
investment in store remodels
over the next 3 years

~450
stores representing
over ~60% of our sales

from

to

focus on individual locations

omni-always platform
across channels and banners
proactively investing for growth and
longer-term value creation

stores as fulfillment hubs that make
shopping easy and inspiring

stores as a separate channel

fixing what’s broken in-store

see our double digit ROI store remodeling plan come to life in our Watchung, NJ store here

proficiency modernization
unlocking
the power
of our supply
chain

We will focus our investments on reducing replenishment times to reduce out of
stocks, build a network to support a robust owned brand portfolio, optimize
speed and cost for customer deliveries and reduce overall carrying costs
<3 year
payback period

~$250m
investment in supply
chain over the next 3 years

current state

future state

replenishment time
and out of stocks

strong

weak

Bed Bath & Beyond
benchmark

35 days replenishment
with high out of stocks

high uncertainty and
variability for deliveries

time and mode
to customer
end-to-end
operations

vendor direct network
with consolidation hubs

total supply
chain costs

inefficiencies driving high,
uncompetitive costs

unlocking
the power
of technology

~$250m
tech investment
over the next 3 years

85 apps
retired or
replaced

Transformational investment
in technology will occur in core
merchandising, ERP and
supply chain

buybuyBABY acceleration

unlocking
the power
of the
buybuyBABY
brand

Focus on six key pivots will allow
us to grow our buybuyBABY
banner and gain share in the
baby/toddler market.

assortment

own brands

value

solutioning

age up

footprint

$1b+
current sales
50%
sales online

Introduction of owned brands in
baby will provide a competitive
assortment and value. A balance
of national brands and owned
brands will help us attract new
customers and grow basket size
with existing customers.

Our investments in total solutions for parents mean that we are selling ideas, not just items. Our
ability to use our Decorist services has enabled a differentiated offering to our customer–where
total room solutions can be built in a matter of moments. We have the authority to age up or grow
our offering into the toddler space–expanding into this space where we already know the customer
will enable a longer, more valuable relationship.
Lastly, our buybuyBABY business is underpenetrated. Evaluation of geographic demand and our real
estate portfolio reveals an opportunity to increase our presence across the US.
* A reconciliation of this Non-GAAP measure to the corresponding GAAP measure is detailed in our Fiscal 2020 second quarter earnings release available on the Investor Relations section of our
website.

